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Confirmation of production of element 110 by the 208Pb„64Ni,n… reaction
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We report the experimental confirmation of the production of element 110. In the bombardment of a208Pb
target with a 309-MeV64Ni beam, we have observed two chains of time- and position-correlated events. Each
chain consisted of the implantation of an evaporation residue followed by the emission ofa particles. We
attribute these two chains to the decay of271110 produced with a cross section of 8.325.3

111 pb.
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The synthesis of element 110 has been reported at t
laboratories: the Lawrence Berkeley National Laborat
~LBNL ! in the United States@1#, the Gesellschaft fu¨r
Schwerionenforschung~GSI! in Germany @2–6#, and the
Joint Institute for Nuclear Research~JINR! in Russia@7–9#.
Table I provides a summary of the isotopes observed,
production mechanism, their observed decay modes, and
erences. None of these observations confirm the others s
they all involved different isotopes.~In the case of273110,
which was reported both at the JINR and the GSI, thea
decays observed did not have matching energies and
times; although ‘‘not in contradiction’’@3#, these results do
not confirm each other.! Futhermore, none of the work ha
been confirmed independently in an experimental setup
used in the original work; such verification is essential
establishing the credibility of the results because of the c
lenging nature of the experiments.

In 1998, Hofmann produced271110 in the 208Pb(64Ni,n)
reaction@5#. They observed a total of nine events—two a
beam energy of 311.7 MeV, six at 313.0 MeV, and one
315.5 MeV. This nuclide decays bya emission (Ea

510.74, 10.68 MeV, t1/251.123
16 ms and Ea510.71

MeV, t1/250.0620.03
10.27 s @10#! to 267Hs @11#. Here we report the

successful repetition of the synthesis of271110 using the
same reaction@12#.

We performed this study using the Berkeley gas-fill
separator~BGS! @13# at the LBNL 88-inch cyclotron facility.
The cyclotron delivered the64Ni141 beam at an average cu
rent of ;250 particle nA and at energies of 312.5, 315, a
317.5 MeV. Measurements of the beam energy reproduc
ity give a standard deviation of 0.2%@14#.

The 208Pb target was located at the front of the BG
about 5 mm downstream from the separator’s 40-mg/cm2

carbon entrance window. The target consisted of nine

*Present address: National Superconducting Cyclotron Lab
tory, Michigan State University, East Lansing, Michigan 48824
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shaped segments, each with a 500-mg/cm2 thick lead layer
sandwiched between layers of carbon with thicknesses
40 mg/cm2 ~facing the beam! and 2mg/cm2. These seg-
ments were mounted around the periphery of a 14-inch
ameter wheel which was rotated to minimize thermal str
on the target from beam heating. The beam energies at
center of the target were 306.7, 309.2, and 312.8 MeV@15#;
the energy thickness of the target was 6 MeV for all thr
energies. Two siliconp- i -n detectors~mounted at627 de-
grees with respect to the incident beam! monitored the prod-
uct of beam intensity and target thickness by detecting be
particles that were elastically scattered from the target.

The BGS spatially separated the recoiling fusio
evaporation residues~EVR’s, E;70 MeV) in flight from
both beam particles and transfer reaction products on
basis of their differing magnetic rigidities within the separ
tor’s 0.88-torr helium atmosphere. The magnetic rigidityBr
of the 271110 EVR’s was estimated to be 2.1 T m@16#. We
extrapolated the BGS magnetic field setting used for
271110 reaction from the setting that centered the EVR d
tribution ~with an estimatedBr of 1.47 T m! from the reac-
tion of 64Ni at 309 MeV on 120Sn.

At the BGS focal plane, the EVR’s were deposited into

a-

TABLE I. Summary of previously observed element 110 is
topes.

Isotope Production
mechanism

Decay
mode

Laboratory Reference

267110 209Bi( 59Co,n) a decay LBNL @1#
269110 208Pb(62Ni,n) a decay GSI @2,3#
270110 207Pb(64Ni,n) a decay GSI @4#
271110 208Pb(64Ni,n) a decay GSI @5#
273110 277112 a decay a decay GSI @3,6#

244Pu(34S,5n) a decay JINR @7#
280110 284112 a decay fission JINR @8#
281110 285112 a decay a decay JINR @9#
©2003 The American Physical Society09-1
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300-mm thick passivated ion implanted silicon detector w
an active area of 116 mm~horizontal!358 mm ~vertical!.
This detector recorded the time, energy, and position of
implanted EVR’s and of their subsequenta decays. It fea-
tured 32 independent vertical strips providing a 3.6-mm ho
zontal position accuracy. Resistive charge division provid
vertical position resolution within each strip. We calibrat
the energy response of each strip of the detector using tha
decay of the following implanted atoms:99Pom ~6.059
MeV!, 208Po ~5.115 MeV!, 210Po ~5.3044 MeV!, 211Po
~7.451 MeV!, and 211At ~5.868 MeV!; the strip detector had
an average energy resolution of 70 keV for~5–9!-MeV a
particles. The detector’s geometrical efficiency for record
the full energy of ana particle from the single decay of a
implanted ion was 50%; this value results in an 81% e
ciency for observing at least two full-energy events of a fiv
membera-decay chain.

A 10-cm310-cm parallel plate avalanche counter~PPAC!
@17#, placed 24 cm in front of the strip detector, recorded
time and position of recoiling ions before implantation. T
presence or absence of signals from ions passing throug
PPAC distinguished beam-related events in the strip dete
and those from thea decay of previously implanted ions
The average total counting rate (E>0.5 MeV) over the en-
tire strip detector~after applying the PPAC veto! was ob-
served to be;1.3/s.

The primary difference in the LBNL measurement co
pared to the one at the GSI was the use of a gas-filled s
rator to enhance the collection of EVR’s produced in t
reaction. The efficiency of the setup for transport and i
plantation of EVR’s from the64Ni1208Pb reaction was esti
mated to be 70% based on a Monte Carlo simulation@18#.

TABLE II. Summary of the experiment.

Elab (64Ni) at Target Decay chains
center of target thickness Dose observed

~MeV! (mg/cm2) (31017)

306.7 500 2.7 0
309.2 500 2.7 2
312.8 310 1.1 0
06460
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The assumptions in the simulation included: a Gauss
beam energy distribution, a Gaussian beam angle distribu
defined by beamline limits, a linear beam energy loss in
target, and a 5-MeV~lab frame! FWHM Gaussian excitation
function centered at the central thickness of the target.
simulation includes: the effect of the EVR velocity spre
from the evaporation of the neutron, scattering and ene
loss of the EVR in the remaining target material, and cha
exchange, scattering, and energy loss in the BGS helium

We employed three nonrestrictive strategies to search
possible chains of correlated events. We searched for:~1!
pairs of decay events with energies matching those pr
ously observed for271110, 267Hs, 263Sg, 259Rf, and 255No
anywhere within a strip and within appropriate time wi
dows,~2! recoil events which were followed by decay even
with energies matching those previously observed
271110, 267Hs, or 263Sg anywhere within the same strip an
within appropriate time windows,~3! recoil events which
were followed by any three decay events with energies ab
0.5 MeV anywhere within the same strip and within a 0
second time window.

TABLE III. Summary of the two element 110 decay chains. T
notation ‘‘~esc!’’ marks decay events in which thea particle pre-
sumably escaped from the beam-facing surface of the strip dete
and, thus, deposited only part of its energy to be recorded.

Strip-27 decay chain Strip-19 decay chain
Interpretation E ~MeV! Dt ~s! E ~MeV! Dt ~s!

EVR implantation 20.5 18.7
0.002828 0.001191

271110 decay 10.72 0.90~esc!
0.015320 0.032094

267Hs decay 9.89 9.88
0.400610 0.239744

263Sg decay 9.24 0.65~esc!
10.510154 1.027344

259Rf decay 2.45~esc! 2.13 ~esc!
172.619659

255No decay 7.81
is
FIG. 1. Comparison of the known@5# decay sequence for271110 ~as summarized in Ref.@10#! with the two decay chains observed in th
work.
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TABLE IV. A listing of the 271110 decay sequences observed at the GSI@18# and the LBNL. Each row
lists thea-decay energies observed in a single chain. Values in parentheses indicatea particles that ‘‘es-
caped’’ from the detector and hence did not deposit their full energy.

Laboratory Year Observeda-decay energies~MeV!
271110 267Hs 263Sg 259Rf 255No

GSI 1994 10.68 9.89 9.25 ~2.26!
GSI 1994 10.73 ~2.92! 9.24 8.86
GSI 1994 10.73 ~2.26! ~1.78! 8.90
GSI 1994 10.73 9.87 9.23 8.79
GSI 1994 10.71 9.83 9.24 8.75
GSI 1994 ~5.29! 9.89 9.26 8.89 8.30
GSI 1994 10.75 9.75 9.24
GSI 1994 10.75 9.88 9.26 8.88 7.93
GSI 1994 10.74 9.88 9.25 8.74 8.09
GSI 2000 10.75 9.89 9.19 8.92 8.15
GSI 2000 10.75 9.88 9.26 8.90
GSI 2000 10.77 ~2.07! 9.06 8.77
GSI 2000 10.82 9.88 ~1.39! 8.89 8.30

LBNL 2000 10.72 9.89 9.24 ~2.45!
LBNL 2000 ~0.90! 9.88 ~0.65! ~2.13! 7.81
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At the 315-MeV beam energy (Ecenter of target

5309.2 MeV), we observed two chains of events, correla
in position and time, which we interpret as the synthesis
decay of 271110. At the other two beam energies, we o
served no correlated event sequences arising from271110. A
summary of the experiment is given in Table II.

Table III lists the two chains and details their physic
interpretation. In the first sequence, which occurred in s
27, all the events clustered within a narrowly defined verti
position in the strip. In the second sequence, which to
place in strip 19, the EVR event and the decay events at
MeV and 7.81 MeV also occurred within a narrowly defin
vertical position. The fact that these strip-19 events to
place at the other end of the strip from the one used to m
sure the position signals is consistent with the fact that
position data are available for the remaining decay eve
The small signals from these low-energy escape events w
below the threshold setting for the position ADC. No oth
strip-19 events occurred at times between those at 18.7, 0
9.88, 0.65, and 2.13 MeV.

The final member of the decay chain,255No (t1/2

53.1 min), decays either to251Fm (t1/255.3 h) or to255Md
(t1/2527 min, 92% EC decay tot1/2520.1 h255Fm); both
of these branches are beyond the sensitivity of the exp
ment. The PPAC, which has a carbon-equivalent thicknes
0.6 mg/cm2, lowers the energy of the EVR’s from 70 Me
to ;30 MeV; a pulse-height-defect of 50%, typical for ve
heavy ions@19#, helps to explain the observed EVR energ
of ;20 MeV.

Figure 1 compares these decay sequences to the kn
decay data for271110. Table IV shows the two271110 decay
chains reported here listed together with those reported f
the GSI@20#. The agreement between our observations
the previous work is striking.
06460
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We now present an argument to show the improbabi
that these events arise from accidental coincidences. The
ond and the fourth columns of Table V list the observ
implantation events in strips 19 and 27, respectively, grou
according to the number of decay events observed in
50 s time window following each implantation.~This table
does not include recoil or decay events with energies be
0.5 MeV.! Assuming that these distributions originated fro
random coincidences, they will be governed by the Pois
statistics

P~n,m!5
mn

n!
e2m, n50,1,2, . . . , ~1!

TABLE V. Observed implantation events for strips 19 and 2
grouped according to the number of decay eventsn that follow
within a 50 s time window. The observed distribution is compar
to the expected distribution, as calculated on the basis of the sim
Poisson model discussed in the text.

Implant event distribution
Strip 19 Strip 27

n Observed Expected Observed Expected

0 8369 8369 4275 4275
1 7815 7853 5576 5770
2 3651 3684 3863 3894
3 1202 1152 1783 1752
4 280 270 707 591
5 57 51 212 160
6 12 8 56 36
7 2 1 10 7
8 0 0.1 3 1
9 0 0.01 0 0.2
9-3
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whereP(n,m) is the probability of observingn-decay events
following any recoil~within a specified time window! when
m are expected. The third and the fifth columns of Table
show the distribution of recoil events expected for strips
and 27 based on this model withm determined in each cas
based on the observed number of recoil events with no de
events in the time window compared to the total number
recoil events. The consistency between the observed and
pected distributions shows that we are justified in assumin
Poisson model and that the observed recoil-decay coi
dences are indeed accidental.

Table VI repeats the exercise of Table V except tha
0.5 s decay time window is used to group the implantat
events. The entries in bold correspond to the two obser
decay chains. They clearly stand out—by more than two
ders of magnitude—above the background from random
relations and, therefore, are quite unlikely to result from
cidental coincidences. Note that this analysis does not m
use of the requirements that~1! the energies of the event
should agree with previous observations,~2! the time pattern
among the events should be consistent with previous m
surements, or~3! the events within each chain must ha
closely matching vertical positions within the strip. The a
dition of these three very highly selective criteria—all
which are satisfied by this data—clearly demonstrates
the two chains originate from genetically linked decay eve
in the detector.

The raw data containing each of the two decay cha
have been subjected to close scrutiny to ensure that t
events are not the result of the same process leading to
incorrect report of element 118@21#.

TABLE VI. The same data as in Table V, except grouped
cording to the number of decay eventsn that follow within a
0.5 s time window. The entries corresponding to the two 110 ch
are listed in bold.

Implant event distribution
Strip 19 Strip 27

n Observed Expected Observed Expected

0 21179 21179 16242 16242
1 209 209 241 241
2 0 1 1 2
3 1 0.003 1 0.009
06460
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The production cross section corresponding to the t
271110 decay sequences at 309.2 MeV is 8.325.3

111 pb @22#. The
‘‘one event’’ upper limit cross section—i.e., the cross secti
obtained by assuming one event is detected when none
present—for the bombardments at 306.7 and 312.8 MeV
7.7 and 29 pb, respectively. The cross sections were ca
lated assuming their values to be constant for all beam e
gies throughout the target thickness. Figure 2 provide
comparison between these cross sections and the prev
observations at the GSI@5#; it shows an agreement within th
experimental uncertainties.

In conclusion, we have confirmed the production of e
ment 271110 in the 208Pb(64Ni,n) reaction, as reported in
Ref. @5#.
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FIG. 2. ~Color online! Comparison of the observed productio
cross sections for271110 with those measured at the GSI@5#.
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